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� The beauty of Set The beauty of Set The beauty of Set The beauty of Set ProcessingProcessingProcessingProcessing

� Thread Reuse & RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) Thread Reuse & RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) Thread Reuse & RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) Thread Reuse & RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) 
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� In In In In theoretical computer sciencetheoretical computer sciencetheoretical computer sciencetheoretical computer science and and and and formal formal formal formal 
language language language language theorytheorytheorytheory
◦ regular expression (abbreviated regex or regexp) is a 
sequence of characters that define a search pattern, 
mainly for use in pattern matching with strings, or string 
matching, i.e. "find and replace"-like operations

� The concept arose in the The concept arose in the The concept arose in the The concept arose in the 1950s1950s1950s1950s
◦ the American mathematician Stephen Kleene formalized 
the description of a regular language

� and and and and came into common use with came into common use with came into common use with came into common use with 
◦ the Unix text processing utilities ed, an editor 

◦ the grep (global regular expression print), a filter

� these early forms standardized in the these early forms standardized in the these early forms standardized in the these early forms standardized in the POSIX.2POSIX.2POSIX.2POSIX.2
standard in standard in standard in standard in 1992199219921992

[Source: Wikipedia][Source: Wikipedia][Source: Wikipedia][Source: Wikipedia]
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� LiteralLiteralLiteralLiteral
◦ any character we use in a search or matching expression

� MetacharacterMetacharacterMetacharacterMetacharacter
◦ one or more (out of 12) special characters, that have a 
unique meaning and are NOT used as literals in the 
search expression

� Target stringTarget stringTarget stringTarget string
◦ the string in which we want to find our match or search 
pattern

� Search expression Search expression Search expression Search expression 
◦ the pattern we use to find what we want

� Escape sequenceEscape sequenceEscape sequenceEscape sequence
◦ a way of indicating that we want to use a metacharacter
as a literal
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fn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matches("("("("abbcacadbdcdabbcacadbdcdabbcacadbdcdabbcacadbdcd","(ac)","(ac)","(ac)","(ac)||||((((bdbdbdbd)"))"))"))")

6666

Target StringTarget StringTarget StringTarget String Search Search Search Search ExpresExpresExpresExpres. . . . 

MetacharacterMetacharacterMetacharacterMetacharacter
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� UsuallyUsuallyUsuallyUsually basedbasedbasedbased on LIKE predicate(s)on LIKE predicate(s)on LIKE predicate(s)on LIKE predicate(s)
◦ Well known and frequently used

◦ The predicate can be Stage1 Indexable

◦ But not as powerful as Regular Expressions

� Cases Cases Cases Cases notnotnotnot easilyeasilyeasilyeasily manageablemanageablemanageablemanageable with LIKEwith LIKEwith LIKEwith LIKE
◦ Check if a string (of known or unknown length) is
numeric or alfanumeric

◦ Check if a string is a valid Email address

� IfIfIfIf youyouyouyou cannotcannotcannotcannot solve solve solve solve youryouryouryour searchsearchsearchsearch needsneedsneedsneeds usingusingusingusing
plainplainplainplain SQL, SQL, SQL, SQL, thenthenthenthen Regular Regular Regular Regular ExpressionsExpressionsExpressionsExpressions can can can can 
help…help…help…help…
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� Support for Regular Expression provided by the Support for Regular Expression provided by the Support for Regular Expression provided by the Support for Regular Expression provided by the 
following functions of XMLQUERYfollowing functions of XMLQUERYfollowing functions of XMLQUERYfollowing functions of XMLQUERY

fn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matches1111: determines whether a string 
matches a regular expression

fn:replacefn:replacefn:replacefn:replace1111:::: replaces parts of a string that match 
a regular expression

fn:tokenizefn:tokenizefn:tokenizefn:tokenize1111:::: splits a string based on a regular 
expression

� ExampleExampleExampleExample
◦ fn:matches("abbcacadbdcd","(ac)|(bd)")

� Issue:Issue:Issue:Issue:
◦ How do you use it in SQL queries?

1111Always lowercaseAlways lowercaseAlways lowercaseAlways lowercase
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SELECT SELECT SELECT SELECT '"'"'"'"abcedfglmabcedfglmabcedfglmabcedfglm" " " " contains contains contains contains "ab" or "cd""?' "ab" or "cd""?' "ab" or "cd""?' "ab" or "cd""?' TARGETTARGETTARGETTARGET

, XMLCAST , XMLCAST , XMLCAST , XMLCAST ( ( ( ( XMLQUERYXMLQUERYXMLQUERYXMLQUERY

( ( ( ( ''''fn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matches("("("("abcedfghilmabcedfghilmabcedfghilmabcedfghilm" ,"(ab)|(" ,"(ab)|(" ,"(ab)|(" ,"(ab)|(bcbcbcbc)")') )")') )")') )")') 

AS AS AS AS INT ) INT ) INT ) INT ) MATCHESMATCHESMATCHESMATCHES

FROM SYSIBM . SYSDUMMY1;FROM SYSIBM . SYSDUMMY1;FROM SYSIBM . SYSDUMMY1;FROM SYSIBM . SYSDUMMY1;

Risultato:Risultato:Risultato:Risultato:

9999
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� Referencing Referencing Referencing Referencing host variable(s)host variable(s)host variable(s)host variable(s)

SET :HV1 = 

XMLCAST ( XMLQUERYXMLQUERYXMLQUERYXMLQUERY ('fn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matches( $v$v$v$v,"(ab)|(bc)")' 
PASSINGPASSINGPASSINGPASSING CAST( :hvar AS VARCHAR(20)) as "vvvv" )       

AS INTEGER ) 

� In DB2 for z/OS, the 2nd parameter must be a string In DB2 for z/OS, the 2nd parameter must be a string In DB2 for z/OS, the 2nd parameter must be a string In DB2 for z/OS, the 2nd parameter must be a string 
literal; if a variable, like in example below, then literal; if a variable, like in example below, then literal; if a variable, like in example below, then literal; if a variable, like in example below, then 
SQLCODESQLCODESQLCODESQLCODE----16009160091600916009

SET :HV1 = XMLCAST

( XMLQUERYXMLQUERYXMLQUERYXMLQUERY ('fn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matches("abefghilm", $p)' 
PASSINGPASSINGPASSINGPASSING CAST ( :hpattern AS VARCHAR(20)) as "p" )       

AS INTEGER ) 

� If Search Pattern variable, use Dynamic If Search Pattern variable, use Dynamic If Search Pattern variable, use Dynamic If Search Pattern variable, use Dynamic SQLSQLSQLSQL

SET :HV1 = SET :HV1 = SET :HV1 = SET :HV1 = XMLCASTXMLCASTXMLCASTXMLCAST

( ( ( ( XMLQUERYXMLQUERYXMLQUERYXMLQUERY ('('('('fn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matches( $v,"(ab)|(( $v,"(ab)|(( $v,"(ab)|(( $v,"(ab)|(bcbcbcbc)")' )")' )")' )")' 
PASSINGPASSINGPASSINGPASSING CAST( :CAST( :CAST( :CAST( :hvarhvarhvarhvar AS VARCHAR(20)) as "v" )       AS VARCHAR(20)) as "v" )       AS VARCHAR(20)) as "v" )       AS VARCHAR(20)) as "v" )       

AS INTEGER ) AS INTEGER ) AS INTEGER ) AS INTEGER ) 

SET :HV1 = XMLCAST

( XMLQUERYXMLQUERYXMLQUERYXMLQUERY ('fn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matches("abefghilm", $p)'                   
PASSINGPASSINGPASSINGPASSING CAST ( :hpattern AS VARCHAR(20)) as "p" )  

AS INTEGER ) 
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� Referencing table columns Referencing table columns Referencing table columns Referencing table columns 
◦ DB2 for LUW

WITH NUMBERS ( NS) AS  
( SELECT '12345'
FROM SYSIBM.SYSDUMMY1
UNION ALL

SELECT '45E12'
FROM SYSIBM.SYSDUMMY1 )

SELECT '"' || NS || '"', 
XMLCAST (XMLQUERYXMLQUERYXMLQUERYXMLQUERY('fn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matches ( $NS$NS$NS$NS,"^[0-9]{5}$" )' 

) as integer )
FROM NUMBERS; 

◦ DB2 for z/OS: SQLCODE -16005

11111111
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� Referencing table columns Referencing table columns Referencing table columns Referencing table columns 
◦ DB2 for z/OS (& also DB2 for LUW)

WITH NUMBERS ( NS) AS  

( SELECT '12345'

FROM SYSIBM.SYSDUMMY1

UNION ALL

SELECT '45E12'

FROM SYSIBM.SYSDUMMY1 )

SELECT '"' || NS || '"', 

XMLCAST (XMLQUERYXMLQUERYXMLQUERYXMLQUERY('fn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matches ( $V$V$V$V,"^[0-9]{5}$" )' 

PASSINGPASSINGPASSINGPASSING NS AS "VVVV") as integer )

FROM NUMBERS ;
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SELECT SELECT SELECT SELECT LCASE(strip(TXT)), LCASE(strip(TXT)), LCASE(strip(TXT)), LCASE(strip(TXT)), 
XMLQUERY('XMLQUERY('XMLQUERY('XMLQUERY('fn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matchesfn:matches($V,"^(""[a($V,"^(""[a($V,"^(""[a($V,"^(""[a----zAzAzAzA----Z0Z0Z0Z0----
9999\\\\$%''$%''$%''$%''\\\\****\\\\++++\\\\----////\\\\????\\\\^_`^_`^_`^_`\\\\{{{{\\\\||||\\\\}]*[^a}]*[^a}]*[^a}]*[^a----zAzAzAzA----Z0Z0Z0Z0----
9999\\\\$%''$%''$%''$%''\\\\****\\\\++++\\\\----////\\\\????\\\\^_`^_`^_`^_`\\\\{{{{\\\\||||\\\\}""]+[a}""]+[a}""]+[a}""]+[a----zAzAzAzA----Z0Z0Z0Z0----
9999\\\\$%''$%''$%''$%''\\\\****\\\\++++\\\\----////\\\\????\\\\^_`^_`^_`^_`\\\\****\\\\++++\\\\----////\\\\????\\\\^_`^_`^_`^_`\\\\{{{{\\\\||||\\\\}]*"")|([a}]*"")|([a}]*"")|([a}]*"")|([a----
zAzAzAzA----Z0Z0Z0Z0----9999\\\\$%''$%''$%''$%''\\\\****\\\\++++\\\\----////\\\\????\\\\^_`^_`^_`^_`\\\\{{{{\\\\||||\\\\}}}}\\\\.]*)@(.]*)@(.]*)@(.]*)@(\\\\[((25[0[((25[0[((25[0[((25[0----
5]|2[05]|2[05]|2[05]|2[0----4][04][04][04][0----9]|1[09]|1[09]|1[09]|1[0----9][09][09][09][0----9]|[19]|[19]|[19]|[1----9][09][09][09][0----9]|[09]|[09]|[09]|[0----
9])9])9])9])\\\\.){3}|((([a.){3}|((([a.){3}|((([a.){3}|((([a----zAzAzAzA----Z0Z0Z0Z0----9999\\\\----]+)]+)]+)]+)\\\\.)+))([a.)+))([a.)+))([a.)+))([a----zAzAzAzA----
Z]{2,}|(25[0Z]{2,}|(25[0Z]{2,}|(25[0Z]{2,}|(25[0----5]|2[05]|2[05]|2[05]|2[0----4][04][04][04][0----9]|1[09]|1[09]|1[09]|1[0----9][09][09][09][0----9]|[19]|[19]|[19]|[1----9][09][09][09][0----
9]|[09]|[09]|[09]|[0----9])9])9])9])\\\\])")' PASSING ])")' PASSING ])")' PASSING ])")' PASSING TXT TXT TXT TXT AS "V")AS "V")AS "V")AS "V")
FROM FROM FROM FROM MYTABLEMYTABLEMYTABLEMYTABLE
WHERE WHERE WHERE WHERE COD COD COD COD = = = = 5 5 5 5 ;;;;

� CautionCautionCautionCaution: : : : CharacterCharacterCharacterCharacter conversionconversionconversionconversion

13131313
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[1] DB2 xx for z/OS PureXML Guide (xx = 9, 10, 11)

[2] Espressioni Regolari, Univ. degli Studi di Milano, 
http://homes.di.unimi.it/ferrari/FondInfoSic2008_09/reg_exp_
doppio.pdf

[3] Implementing Regular Expressions in DB2 (for LUW) SQL, Implementing Regular Expressions in DB2 (for LUW) SQL, Implementing Regular Expressions in DB2 (for LUW) SQL, Implementing Regular Expressions in DB2 (for LUW) SQL, 
http://http://http://http://www.idug.org/p/do/sd/sid=5774&type=0www.idug.org/p/do/sd/sid=5774&type=0www.idug.org/p/do/sd/sid=5774&type=0www.idug.org/p/do/sd/sid=5774&type=0

[4] http://nativexmldatabase.com/2010/11/18/new-xml-
features-in-db2-10-for-zos/, Matthias Nicola blog

[5] Matthias Nicola, Pav Kumat-Chatterjee, DB2 DB2 DB2 DB2 pureXMLpureXMLpureXMLpureXML
CookbookCookbookCookbookCookbook, IBM Press, 2010 
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� PremessaPremessaPremessaPremessa
◦ Batch = elaborazione di massa

◦ Elaborazione di massa richiama in modo connaturale 
“elaborazione di insiemi / set processing”

� Set ProcessingSet ProcessingSet ProcessingSet Processing
� Uno dei cardini del Modello Relazionale

� Fonte di continui progressi funzionali e prestazionali 
nell’implementazione dei sistemi e del linguaggio SQL

� Le varie forme di Prefetch e Block Fetch

� Query Parallelism

� Multi-row fetch

� OLAP Specification

� Inibitori…Inibitori…Inibitori…Inibitori…
◦ Applicazioni Batch che pretendono di operare come 
applicazioni OLTP

18181818
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� SintomiSintomiSintomiSintomi
◦ Elaborazione guidata da file sequenziale

◦ Elevato numero di SELECT INTO e/o elevato numero 
di OPEN CURSOR con pochissime FETCH per OPEN

◦ Spesso associato ad un limitato uso degli operatori 
relazionali

◦ Non infrequente un elevato numero di accessi a 
tabelle di pochi record

� Motivazioni addotteMotivazioni addotteMotivazioni addotteMotivazioni addotte
◦ Riutilizzo del codice

19191919
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� Step batch Step batch Step batch Step batch guidatoguidatoguidatoguidato da file da file da file da file sequenzialesequenzialesequenzialesequenziale

� DurataDurataDurataDurata e e e e consumiconsumiconsumiconsumi step step step step 

◦ Elapsed Time :  3h 41m di cui oltre 90% nella OPEN 

del Cursore C1

◦ CPU Time :  27m 34s di cui oltre 95% nella

OPEN del Cursore C1

� OPEN di C1 OPEN di C1 OPEN di C1 OPEN di C1 

◦ Ca. 500 righe di codice SQL

◦ 58 righe di Explain in PLAN_TABLE!

◦ Eseguita 1600+ volte

� TentativiTentativiTentativiTentativi “standard” di “standard” di “standard” di “standard” di ottimizzazioneottimizzazioneottimizzazioneottimizzazione senzasenzasenzasenza
successosuccessosuccessosuccesso

20202020
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� RimozioneRimozioneRimozioneRimozione deideideidei parametriparametriparametriparametri fornitifornitifornitiforniti dal file dal file dal file dal file guidaguidaguidaguida
◦ Elaborazione di tutti i dati (non solo quelli
individuati dal file guida)

◦ Adeguamento di

� SELECT list

� GROUP BY (nei Query Block in cui presente)

� ORDER BY

� EsecuzioneEsecuzioneEsecuzioneEsecuzione delladelladelladella query query query query modificatamodificatamodificatamodificata tramitetramitetramitetramite
DSNTIAULDSNTIAULDSNTIAULDSNTIAUL
◦ Elapsed Time : 15m 26s

◦ CPU Time : 32s

◦ 16916 righe nel risultato

� SoddisfattiSoddisfattiSoddisfattiSoddisfatti?!? ?!? ?!? ?!? NoooooooNoooooooNoooooooNooooooo!!!!

21212121
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� EsecuzioneEsecuzioneEsecuzioneEsecuzione delladelladelladella query query query query modificatamodificatamodificatamodificata tramitetramitetramitetramite
DSNTIAUL, con DSNTIAUL, con DSNTIAUL, con DSNTIAUL, con attivazioneattivazioneattivazioneattivazione del “del “del “del “parallelismoparallelismoparallelismoparallelismo””””
◦ Elapsed Time : 1m 

◦ TCB Time : 4,7s

◦ zIIP Time : 13,5s

◦ 16916 righe nel risultato

� AdattamentoAdattamentoAdattamentoAdattamento del job e del del job e del del job e del del job e del codicecodicecodicecodice
◦ potenzialmente molto semplice e poco costoso.

◦ EsempioEsempioEsempioEsempio (+ (+ (+ (+ molteplicimolteplicimolteplicimolteplici alternative alternative alternative alternative piùpiùpiùpiù interessantiinteressantiinteressantiinteressanti!)!)!)!):

� Step di esecuzione query modificata tramite DSNTIAUL

� LOAD del file ottenuto su nuova tabella di lavoro

� Sostituzione del cursore originale con cursore su
nuova tabella di lavoro

22222222
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[1] A.Sironi, DB2 10 for z/OS Best DB2 10 for z/OS Best DB2 10 for z/OS Best DB2 10 for z/OS Best Practices Hints & Practices Hints & Practices Hints & Practices Hints & 
Tips Tips Tips Tips e e e e NovitàNovitàNovitàNovità SQLSQLSQLSQL, DUGI 2014
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Thread Reuse: Worth it?!?
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� In general, you want transactions to reuse In general, you want transactions to reuse In general, you want transactions to reuse In general, you want transactions to reuse 
threads when transaction volume is high and threads when transaction volume is high and threads when transaction volume is high and threads when transaction volume is high and 
the cost of creating threads is the cost of creating threads is the cost of creating threads is the cost of creating threads is significant…significant…significant…significant…

� For a transaction of 5For a transaction of 5For a transaction of 5For a transaction of 5 to to to to 10 10 10 10 SQL statements SQL statements SQL statements SQL statements 
(10 I/O operations), the cost of thread (10 I/O operations), the cost of thread (10 I/O operations), the cost of thread (10 I/O operations), the cost of thread 
creation can be 10% of the processor creation can be 10% of the processor creation can be 10% of the processor creation can be 10% of the processor costcostcostcost

� But the steps needed to reuse threads can But the steps needed to reuse threads can But the steps needed to reuse threads can But the steps needed to reuse threads can 
incur costs of their ownincur costs of their ownincur costs of their ownincur costs of their own.... ((((cfrcfrcfrcfr. . . . IBM DB2 IBM DB2 IBM DB2 IBM DB2 
KnowledgecenterKnowledgecenterKnowledgecenterKnowledgecenter ))))

25252525
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� Three Three Three Three different CICS different CICS different CICS different CICS resource definitions involvedresource definitions involvedresource definitions involvedresource definitions involved: 
◦ DB2CONN (the DB2 connection definition)
◦ DB2ENTRY (the DB2 entry definition)
◦ DB2TRAN (the DB2 transaction definition)

� DB2CONN DB2CONN DB2CONN DB2CONN – It defines
◦ DB2 subsystem or Data Sharing Group to which 
connect to
◦ If and how to re-connect if connection fails
◦ A general-purpose authorization ID to sign on to a 
thread, if no other authorization is needed
◦ The max. number of TCBs that CICS can use to run 
threads into DB2
◦ How long protected threads are kept before 
termination
◦ The limit on the number of times a thread can be The limit on the number of times a thread can be The limit on the number of times a thread can be The limit on the number of times a thread can be 
reused before reused before reused before reused before being terminated (being terminated (being terminated (being terminated (parmparmparmparm REUSELIMIT)REUSELIMIT)REUSELIMIT)REUSELIMIT)

26262626
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� DB2ENTRYDB2ENTRYDB2ENTRYDB2ENTRY – It defines
◦ A transaction or a group of transactions (by using a 
wildcard), that can use this type of entry thread
◦ Associated attributes, including
� The type of authorization ID DB2 checks when this type of 
entry thread is requested

� The priority of the thread TCBs relative to the CICS main 
TCB

� The max. number of this type of entry thread that CICS can 
use

� The number of this type of entry thread that are protected
� The action to be taken if all threads in the entry are busy
� The associated application plan or dynamic plan exit
� When DB2 accounting records should be produced
� If there is a deadlock, whether to rollback or not

� DB2TRANDB2TRANDB2TRANDB2TRAN
◦ to associate additional transactions with a particular 
DB2ENTRY

27272727
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� Only Only Only Only EEEEntry ntry ntry ntry TTTThreads hreads hreads hreads can be protected by can be protected by can be protected by can be protected by specifying specifying specifying specifying 
PROTECTNUM=nPROTECTNUM=nPROTECTNUM=nPROTECTNUM=n
◦ Protected thread not terminated when transaction ends

◦ The next transaction associated with the same DB2ENTRY 
reuses the thread

◦ Threads idle for two purge cycles get terminated

� After 45 sec, if PURGECYCLE = default value of 30 sec.

� PURGECYCLE can now be set as low as 5 sec.

� Thread Thread Thread Thread reuse and reuse and reuse and reuse and protected threadsprotected threadsprotected threadsprotected threads
◦ Any thread, pool or entry, can be reused

� Protected threads can be reused within the purge cycle time

� Unprotected threads are reused by transactions queued, 
waiting to use it

28282828
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� “For “For “For “For a transaction of five to ten SQL statements a transaction of five to ten SQL statements a transaction of five to ten SQL statements a transaction of five to ten SQL statements 
(10 I/O operations), the cost of thread creation (10 I/O operations), the cost of thread creation (10 I/O operations), the cost of thread creation (10 I/O operations), the cost of thread creation 
can be 10% of the processor cost. But the steps can be 10% of the processor cost. But the steps can be 10% of the processor cost. But the steps can be 10% of the processor cost. But the steps 
needed to reuse threads can incur costs of needed to reuse threads can incur costs of needed to reuse threads can incur costs of needed to reuse threads can incur costs of 
their their their their own” own” own” own” ((((cfrcfrcfrcfr. . . . IBM DB2 IBM DB2 IBM DB2 IBM DB2 KnowledgecenterKnowledgecenterKnowledgecenterKnowledgecenter ))))

� What if What if What if What if the number of SQL Statements the number of SQL Statements the number of SQL Statements the number of SQL Statements for a for a for a for a 
transaction is transaction is transaction is transaction is less than five and they are simple less than five and they are simple less than five and they are simple less than five and they are simple 
SELECT INTO SELECT INTO SELECT INTO SELECT INTO statements?statements?statements?statements?

� By the wayBy the wayBy the wayBy the way, where is the cost of thread creation , where is the cost of thread creation , where is the cost of thread creation , where is the cost of thread creation 
and deallocation accounted for?!?and deallocation accounted for?!?and deallocation accounted for?!?and deallocation accounted for?!?

29292929
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� Not Not Not Not reflected in the DB2 reflected in the DB2 reflected in the DB2 reflected in the DB2 accounting accounting accounting accounting records records records records 
(SMF type 101(SMF type 101(SMF type 101(SMF type 101))))

� Will clock against the L8 TCB and will be in 
the CICS SMF type 110 record

◦ With OTE (Open Transaction Environment), 
CICS uses the L8 TCB to access DB2 no matter 
if the application is threadsafe or not

◦ NoteNoteNoteNote: prior to OTE, it was uncaptured time

CfrCfrCfrCfr. Reference Material [2] page14; [3. Reference Material [2] page14; [3. Reference Material [2] page14; [3. Reference Material [2] page14; [3] & [4]  ] & [4]  ] & [4]  ] & [4]  
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� Determines when to release resources that a Determines when to release resources that a Determines when to release resources that a Determines when to release resources that a 
program usesprogram usesprogram usesprogram uses
◦ RELEASE (COMMIT) : Releases resources at commit
◦ RELEASE (DEALLOCATE) : Releases resources when the 
program terminates (thread deallocation)
◦ RELEASE RELEASE RELEASE RELEASE (INHERITFROMPLAN)(INHERITFROMPLAN)(INHERITFROMPLAN)(INHERITFROMPLAN) : Added by PM07087 only 
for package to inherit the value from plan

� Default valueDefault valueDefault valueDefault value
◦ BIND PLAN : COMMIT
◦ BIND PACKAGE : value from plan
◦ REBIND PLAN/PACKAGE: existing value
◦ DB2Binder Utility for JDBC and SQLJ 9.7
� COMMIT is default with DB2 9 and earlier release

� DEALLOCATE is default with DB2 10

� CatalogCatalogCatalogCatalog
◦ Column RELEASE of tables SYSPACKAGE and SYSPLAN

31313131
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PLAN1PLAN1PLAN1PLAN1
RELEASE(COMMIT)RELEASE(COMMIT)RELEASE(COMMIT)RELEASE(COMMIT)

PLAN2PLAN2PLAN2PLAN2
RELEASE(DEALLOCATE)RELEASE(DEALLOCATE)RELEASE(DEALLOCATE)RELEASE(DEALLOCATE)

PACKAGEXPACKAGEXPACKAGEXPACKAGEX
RELEASE(INHERITFROMPLAN)RELEASE(INHERITFROMPLAN)RELEASE(INHERITFROMPLAN)RELEASE(INHERITFROMPLAN)
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� Resources are not released at COMMITResources are not released at COMMITResources are not released at COMMITResources are not released at COMMIT

◦ Packages

◦ Statements

◦ Table space or partition level locks (parent locks)

◦ Information related with the objects accessed by SQL 
statements

� Lookaside buffer

� Dynamic prefetch tracking, etc.

� ConsiderationsConsiderationsConsiderationsConsiderations

◦ Not good for programs that get exclusive table space locks

◦ If using DB2 V8 or DB2 9, keep an eye on EDM pool space

� RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) will increase amount of non-stealable
space

◦ Can impact scheduling of utilities, bind operations

33333333

“Can reduce CPU consumption by several % points”
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� Additional considerationsAdditional considerationsAdditional considerationsAdditional considerations
◦ RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) does not free cursor tables 
(SKCTs) at a commit point. Therefore, the cursor 
table could grow as large as the plan. 

◦ If you are using created temporary tablescreated temporary tablescreated temporary tablescreated temporary tables, the 
logical work file space is not released until the 
thread is deallocated. 

◦ Thus, many uses of the same created temporary 
table do not cause reallocation of the logical work 
files, but be careful about holding onto this 
resource for long periods of time if you do not plan 
to use it.

34343434
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� Benefit of RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) 
◦ CPU reduction of package allocation and parent 
lock/unlock requests 
� Simpler the SQLs, larger the benefit 
� Keeping index lookaside across commits 

� How to measure the benefit of 
RELEASE(DEALLOCATE)?
◦ Captured in DB2 Accounting Class 2 TCB time[1]

◦ If so, it should also be captured in CICS SMF 110 
record… 

� Impact of RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) 
◦ More memory (real storage) usage 
◦ Overhead of keeping package and lock information 
◦ Concurrency : BIND, DDL cannot break-in 

[1]  John Campbell & Florence Dubois, Recommendations from DB2 Health 
Check Studies: Special Considerations for WLM, CICS, and DDF

35353535
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� More persistent threads with RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) More persistent threads with RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) More persistent threads with RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) More persistent threads with RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) 
is also trade off is also trade off is also trade off is also trade off with concurrencywith concurrencywith concurrencywith concurrency
◦ BIND/REBIND

◦ SQL DDL
◦ Online REORG which invalidates packages

� For RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) some locks are held For RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) some locks are held For RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) some locks are held For RELEASE(DEALLOCATE) some locks are held 
beyond commit until beyond commit until beyond commit until beyond commit until thread terminationthread terminationthread terminationthread termination
◦ Mass delete locks (SQL DELETE without WHERE clause)
◦ Gross level lock acquired on behalf of a SQL LOCK TABLE

◦ Table space defined with LOCKSIZE TABLESPACE|TABLE
◦ Note: no longer a problem for gross level lock acquired by 
lock escalation

� DO DO DO DO YOUR HOMEWORK BEFORE USING PERSISTENT YOUR HOMEWORK BEFORE USING PERSISTENT YOUR HOMEWORK BEFORE USING PERSISTENT YOUR HOMEWORK BEFORE USING PERSISTENT 
THREADS WITH BIND THREADS WITH BIND THREADS WITH BIND THREADS WITH BIND OPTION RELEASE(DEALLOCATEOPTION RELEASE(DEALLOCATEOPTION RELEASE(DEALLOCATEOPTION RELEASE(DEALLOCATE))))
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� In a real banking application 

◦ CICS protected thread vs non-protected threads 

◦ RELEASE DEALLOCATE on both cases 

� SavingsSavingsSavingsSavings
◦ CICS Mips: -2,77%

◦ DB2 Mips: -32,24%

37373737
Cfr. Reference [5], page 28 
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1 2

1 05-08-2015: Protected Threads 2 27-08-2015: REALEASE(DEALLOCATE)

SourceSourceSourceSource: DB2 Accounting Records
CICS SMF 110 Records
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1 27-08-2015: Protected Threads 2 01-09-2015: REALEASE(DEALLOCATE)

1 2

SourceSourceSourceSource: DB2 Accounting Records
CICS SMF 110 Records
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� NotesNotesNotesNotes
◦ DB2 Version 10
◦ CICS V4.2
◦ Measurement period: 09:00 – 13:00
◦ Average Trx. Rate / sec. 

� DB2B = roughly between 7,1 and 10,6 for the trx. code 
considered (based on count of Commit+Abort)

� DB2A = rughly between 2,3 and 6,2
◦ Thd_Reuse = (Commit + Abort – Thd. Dealloc) * 100 / 
(Commit + Abort)
◦ AVG_APPL_CPU_X1M = Average Accounting Class 1 CPU 
(microsecs.) per trx.
◦ AVG_DB2_CPU_X1M = Average Accounting Class 2 CPU 
(microsecs.) per trx.
◦ AVG_CICS_L8_TCB_X1M = Average CICS CPU consumption 
(microsec.) per trx. (from L8 TCB)  
◦ AVG_SQL_X100 = Average number of SQL SELECT INTO per 
trx. Multiplied by 100
◦ AVG_GETP_X10 = Average number of Getpage per trx. 
Multiplied by 10
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